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CEIC General Updates:
Clare Briglio starts the meeting and remarks that she hired Carolyn Holcomb to be CEIC’s
Director of Marketing and Communications. CHolcomb introduces herself and remarks that she
looks forward to working further with TPAC. CBrilgio then announces that the CEIC has officially
renewed the Enhanced Services District contract. There are some slight changes to Central
Eastside Together’s services, specifically with coverage hours for the cleaning and safety crew
moving to 24/7 availability. The biggest change is downsizing the graffiti removal program to
partner with the City on once monthly paint-out programs with local businesses, in addition to a
$50k graffiti removal grant program for folks who wish to remove graffiti on private property. CET
will no longer be using ESD funds to paint on public property, so the city will step up those
services in lieu of us. CBrilgio then remarks on the Blumenauer Bridge Opening which will be
occurring on July 31st, with the Representative Earl Blumenauer and Commissioner Hardesty
speaking. There will be fairs on both sides of the bridge, and the south side (CEID) will be
focused on food and beverage vendors. She notes that there will be more details upcoming in
the CEIC July newsletter. Additionally, CBriglio announces that a new concert venue is being
introduced on the ODOT Blocks on SE Water Avenue. Live Nation and Beam Development are
working together to build a large capacity concert venue there, with approximately room for
3,000 seats. This will have an impact on parking in our district so is relevant to TPAC’s work. It
will help promote the CEID as a hub for food, entertainment, wine, beer, and more.

Avery Morris explains the 2022 Commuter Pass sales chart by noting that employees are
returning to the district, resulting in an increased number of commuter pass sales. The CEIC
and CET are working to increase marketing for this program in order to further increase sales.
See chart below.

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86728963409


Peter Finley-Fry adds to the general updates conversation by announcing that PBOT is
requesting $13M (approx) to redevelop the area near SE 7th and Division. He requests that
PBOT makes a presentation to TPAC so that they better understand development plans.
Specifically requests Zeff Wagner to present.
Kristan Alldrin concludes the updates section by saying that there is increased parking
enforcement in the District this month. However, there are Zone G and Zone N permits still for
sale in the district.

Presentation on Cleaning and the Right of Way in the CEID:
CBriglio begins the conversation by noting that as the City of Portland ups their basic services in
the CEID, it is an important time to acknowledge the work that the ESD is doing to support this
cleaning work. She recommends to the group that we should seek parking solutions that are not
exclusive of employees working in the district– beyond metered parking. Metered parking
provides productivity and financial barriers to many employees in the district who can’t afford to
live in or take transit to the CEID. She purports that the District is dangerous for pedestrians and
bikers, as well as our neighbors living on the street. This is important to consider as the TPAC
helps influence policy making decisions in the District.

AMorris presents a powerpoint entitled “Central Eastside Together & Cleaning in the Right of
Way. The following bullet points are summarized excerpts of the presentation slides:

- CET’s cleaning services have existed since 2019. It includes litter removal, biohazard
removal, sidewalk washing, and large item/furniture removal. They respond via calls for
service and regular upkeep of the 8 CEID zones. They work closely with the houseless
community to only remove abandoned, unwanted, and unsafe materials.

- Other cleaning services in the district: City trash cans, Metro’s hauling of illegal dumping,
Trimet maintains trash at transit stops, and private trash service for businesses and
residents.

- Specifically, these alternatives don’t address the mobility challenges of trash/dumping
etc. that block pedestrian access, folks who need ADA access, bikes, street mobility,
parking stalls. Not having consistently clear streets affects disabled folks who need to
navigate the district via transit and sidewalks.



- CET’s response to these issues is that in just over three years, they have removed over
2 million pounds of trash, 80,000 needles, and thousands of abandoned camps, pieces
of furniture, drug paraphernalia, biohazards, broken glass, shopping carts, and more.

- CET’s cleaning team works very closely with the campers living in our District– the
relationship building between the two parties helps ensure better upkeep and
coexistence with businesses.

-

CBartow asks if the Eastbank Esplanade is part of the CET’s scope. AMorris replies that no, its
maintenance is part of Portland Parks and Recreation’s responsibility. CGossett prompts
RHashagen to provide some insight on the Right of Way maintenance, to which he does not
elaborate. KGirard inquires about access for people with disabilities, older citizens, parents with
strollers, etc. movement throughout our community and if CET has gotten in touch with
organizations that advocate for clear streets/sidewalks for ease of mobility for these populations.

Reminder to Complete Office of Civic Life’s Public Advisory Body Trainings:
AMorris reminds the group that these trainings are a requirement of service as a TPAC
committee member, including a Conflict of Interest training and Equity and Inclusion training.
Only new members need to complete the trainings..AMorris will send out the links and
information again after this meeting. PFinley-Fry commented that the trainings were
enlightening and interesting, he highly recommends them for both voting members and
members of the public.

Rick Williams Consulting Parking Master Plan
RWilliams introduces himself as the consultant to TPAC for the Parking Master Plan Update,
also in conjunction with the City of Portland. Much of the data collection is conducted on-street.
TPAC serves as the advisory committee for this process. The process began in 2018-19 and
then was put on hold due to the pandemic.

This project update is for a plan that originated in 2012 as the CEID Parking Management Plan.
TPAC’s existence came as a result of this original plan, and it also resulted in the parking
meters and District permit program. It also added the surcharge and revenue sharing
agreement, as well as the annual data collection program. This also propelled the ESD into
existence.



RWilliams purports several considerations, including: What are the current growth and land use
projections for the district? This has changed since the pandemic, so it is necessary to
reevaluate the hot spots. How can we use the TDM program better, and can it be recalibrated to
the new world of remote working? How can we estimate the demand for parking with those
societal changes?

The Portland city-wide goal is to bring down the single-occupancy vehicle commuter rates to
40% by 2035. As of February 2020, that number was approximately 66% for the CEID.

RWilliams notes several big takeaways from the Land Use Analysis: As of March 2020, Both
residential and job growth trends were significantly exceeding 2035 forecasts. Due to the
pandemic, they had to recalibrate those surveys. ECO Northwest conducted surveys again in
2021, and found that the CEID is better positioned than other areas of the city for post-COVID
recovery. Despite slower growth in property (office and residential) development, it is still
forecasted to be on an upward trend in the next 5 years. Parking demand is also on an upward
trend: peak occupancy rates of parking stalls in the district were sustained at upwards of 90% in
2019. It is a very congested area.

-

In 2022, the RWC team will evaluate the number of parking stalls that are blocked due to
encampments, and the stalls will be recorded as “unusable.” KAldrin requests RWilliams to
elaborate on this categorization. RWilliams responds that this contract can only evaluate 350
block faces in any given year, so they vary which block faces they attend to each year, at
different times of the year, in order to gather a representative sample each year and extrapolate
the data to the larger district.

RWilliams then details their off-street parking supply survey. This data has not been collected
since 2010. There are 581 unique off-street parking facilities in the CEID. Most of these stalls



serve commercial, industrial, and institutional stakeholders. Only 1% serve residents.

-

The CEIC team will be working on stakeholder engagement and getting the data survey out to
District employees, residents, and visitors. PFinley-Fry: Other cities often term parking as “the
curb.” Asks if some curbs will become restaurants/patios etc. and if they are tracking that.
RWilliams answers that they are indeed tracking all unusable parking stalls for a multitude of
categories. MSprague inquires about the “buffer” between Buckman and HAND. RWilliams
answers that 10th to 12th were buffers to create free long-term parking areas to minimize
spillover into the neighborhoods east of 12th ave (including Ladd’s Addition). It has been
discussed to do a specific study of those buffer zones, or possibly 2-3 blocks into the residential
areas east of the buffer areas. This is an ongoing discussion but primarily limited by the
boundary issue of the CEID and the scope of the project. PFinley-Fry states that we could
compare this issue with buffer/spillover zones in the Lloyd District and Northwest districts.
MSprague comments on the discrepancy in residential zoning between the Buckman and HAND
neighborhoods; RWilliams punts this to AMorris to further explore with the rest of the RWC
team.



CBriglio thanks our presenters and committee members for their commitment, and adjourns the
meeting at 5:32pm.


